


PREFACE 

The following manual is only a guide to assist you and is not a complete or comprehensive 

manual of all aspects of maintaining and repairing your engine. The engine you have pur

chased is a complex piece of machinery. We recommend that that you consult with a dealer 

if you have doubts or concerns as to your experience or ability to properly maintain or repair 

your engine. You will save time and the inconvenience of having to go back to the store if 

you choose to write or call us concerning missing parts, service questions, operating advice, 

and/or assembly questions. 

Engine Features and Highlights 

• Direct fuel injected intake system

• Recoil-type manual starter and or optional electric starter system

• Force air convection cooling system

• Composite steel fan cover for minimum noise levels

Our four stroke diesel engines are air cooled with a direct fuel injected intake system. They 

offer maximum efficiency through the minimal conservation of energy and materials. These 

山esel engines are compact and lightweight. They are easily maintained and portable making 

it convenient to move. They are widely used as a source of mechanical power for industrial, 

agricultural, and machinery equipment. Some applications include irrigation equipment，如sel

powered pressure sprayers, grass-cutting machines, and so止sampling machines. Other ap

plications include vibration rammers, shock rammers, marine engines, lightweight transport 

vehicles, portable compressors, and lightweight portable generators. 

This operating manual will explain how to operate and maintain your series of engines 

Please read it before running the engine for correct operation 

To ensure long engine life please follow the operating requirements listed in this manual. 

If you have any questions or suggestions about this manual, please contact your local dealer 

or us. Consumers should notice that this manual might differ slightly from the actual product 

as more improvements are made to our products. 
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PROTECTIVE COVER 

• Always place the protective covers over

the rotating parts. If rotating parts such as

the driving pulley, belts, and shafts are

exposed, serious injuries can be caused.

To prevent injury, please equip all rotat

ing parts with protective covers.

• Be careful of hot parts. The muffler and

other engine parts can become very hot

while the engine is running or after the

engine has been run. Always operate the

engine in a safe area and keep children

away from running engines.

SURROUNDINGS 

• Operate the engine on a table or level sur

face free of small rocks and loose gravel.

• Operate the engine on a level surface. If

the engine is tilted, fuel may spill from

the gas tank.

NOTE:Operating the engine at a steep incline 

may cause the engine to seize up due to im

proper lubrication even when the oil level is 

a maximum. 

• Becareful of fuel spillage when transport

ing the engine. Always tighten the fuel cap

and close the fuel strainer cock before

moving the engine around.

• Never move the engine while it is in

operation.

• If the engine will be transported over a

long distance, drain all the fuel from the

fuel tank to prevent fuel leakage.
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1-1  Specifications and technical data

Model No. 300 Diesel 420 Diesel 460 Diesel 480 Diesel 500 Diesel

Diesel Engine Type Singel-cylinder 、vertical、4-stroke、air-cooled、direct injection

Bore*Stroke(mm) 78*62 86*72 88*75 90*75 92*75

Displacement(cc) 296 418 456 477 498

Rated speed (rpm) 3000 3600 3000 3600 3000 3600 3000 3600 3000 3600

Rate power/Hp 5.0 6.0 8.0 9.0 9.0 10.0 10.0 11.0 14.0 15.0

Piston running speed(m/s) 5.5 6.6 7.2 8.64 7.5 9 7.5 9 7.5 9

Fueltank capacity(L) 3.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5

Lube oil capacity（L） 0.75 1.65 1.65 1.1 1.1

Rotation direction Clockwise from flywheel end

Cooling Type Air-cooled

Lubricating system Pressure splashed

Net Weight (kg) 28 52 52 52 52

Gross Weight（kg) 30 54 54 54 54

Overall dimension（mm) 420*380*470 500*475*555 500*475*555 500*475*555 500*475*555
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(4) When the engine is matched with other belt drivn machines, the total desired belt distance

traveled by the driven wheel must equal the total distance traveled by the driver wheel. If this is 

not properly calculated and matched, the desired speed on the driven wheel will be incorrect. A 

formula used to calculate the necessary diameters of the various wheels is provided below. 

The diameter of driving wheel (belt wheel) can be calculates as follow: 

Diameter of engine driving wheel 
(engine pulley) 

Diameter of driven machine x speed of drive machme 

Diesel specd(engine speed) 

(5) Make sure that the belt has a correct tension to it.

Note:Ifthe belt is to tight, the engine bearings will wear at a high rate leading to engine failure. If 

the belt is to loose, the belt will slip at high speeds and high loads causing high pitch whistling 

n01ses. 

1-2.1 Allowed clearance between belt wheel and engine

The belt pulley wheel should be as close to the engine as possible. The values ofL are tabulated 

in table 1-1. 

三 170F 178F 186F(A) 

Type A B C 

Belt 

Qty 2 2 2 

Min.diameter 
68 97 135 

of pulley 

.;; 3.15m � 2. 76in 

(80mm) (70mm) 

Table l-l 
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Change the core of air filter 
Change I Every 6 months or 500 hours(earlier if necessary) 

Do not use detergent to clean filter core. 

Use a soft brush instead. 

The core of the air filter may become dirty from various impurities. If this occurs, the perfor

mance of the engine will decrease because the amount of air entering the combustion cham

ber is incorrect. Also, because the amount of air is incorrect, the amount of fuel entering also 

becomes incorrect leading to an overall incorrect air/fuel mixture. This will lead to poor 

performance of the diesel engine. Always keep the air filter and air filter core clean. 

3-3 Storing the engine for long periods of time.

Please follow the instructions below if you plan on storing the engine for long periods of

time.
(1) Run the engine for three minutes to bum out the excess fuel in the chamber.

(2) Quickly drain way the engine oil lubricant before the engine becomes cool and refill

it with new oil. The figure below shows where the oil plugs are.

let Port 

(3) Take the rubber plug off the cover of the rocker shaft and put about 2cc oflubricant

into it and put the plug back in place. The figure below shows where to access the

plug.
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Possible Cause Remedy 

Piston rings are stuck or broken 
Clean the rings and cylinder with diesel fuel and or replace 

the rings if necessary. 

Gas valves are leaking 
Grind the gas valves, if the vestige is too deep.please send 

it to the factory for replacement. 

Incorrect valve clearance 
Adjust the clearance as specified in the technical specifi-

cations chart. 

The valve stem is clipped on the guide pipe 
Disassemble the gas valve and clean the stern and guide 

pipe. 

5-2 Diesel engine lacks power 

Possible Cause Remedy 

Fuel system clogged. Clogged fuel line or Clean fuel filter and fuel pipe. Ckeck the fuel switch, 1t 

clogged fuel filter. should be opened fully. 

Fuel pump is bad. Service or change the damaged parts of the fuel pump. 

Nozzle not operating correctly or incor-
Adjust the injection pressure. 

rect injection pressure. 

Carbon deposits m the sprny hole Clean out the spray hole. 

Adhered needle valve Clean or change needle valve. 

Fitting between the needle valve and needle Change the needle valve or needle valve body. 

valve body is too loose. 

Air filter 1s dirty 
Disassemble the air filter assembly and clean the core and 

air filter. 

Check the speed of the tachometer.Adjust the high speed lim-
Engine may be to slow. iting screw. 

5-3 Engine stops automatically 

Possible cause Remedy 

No fuel in system Add fuel to the fuel tank. 

Fuel line 1s clogged. Clean out fuel line 

There is air m fuel system Clean out the system and put new fuel in. 

Needle valve ofno互le adhered. Clean or gnnd the nozzle if necessary replace the nozzle. 

Air filter is clogged. Clean the air filter. 

The load suddenly increases Decrease the load. 
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5-4 Engine exhaust very black

Possible cause

Overloaded engine 

Bad fuel injection. 

Not enough intake air or problems with 

leaking air. 

5-5 Engine exhaust very blue

Possible cause

Engme oil in the cylinder. 

Piston ring worn or piston ring gaps are 

all aligned to penn1t 01! to travel up into 

combustion chamber. 

Worn piston or worn cylinder. 

Valve and or valve guide worn. 

5-6 Engine exhaust white

Possible cause

There is water in the diesel fuel

Remedy 

Decrease the load.If driven machme 1s not properly fitted 

with proper engmc, change the engine 

Check the fuel mjectlon pressure and spraying conditions 

Correct or replace the nozzle. 

Clean the air filter and check to see what the cause of the 

leak is and fix as necessary. 

Remedy 

Check the 011 level and dram out unnecessary engine 011 

Check or change the piston nngs and make sure the gaps 

are not all a hgned. 

Replace as necessary 

Change the valve or valve guide as nec�ssary 

Remedy 

Clean the fuel tank and diesel filter, replace the diesel fuel 

5-7 Various methods of checking to see if the engine is malfunctioing

Possible cause Remedy 

High and low speed fluctuation. Check the speed governor system to see if it is loose. Also, 

check to make sure there is no air m the fuel system. 

Abnonnal sounds suddenly appear. Check each rotating part carefully. 

Sudden appearance of black smoke from 
Check the fuel system, especially the injection nozzle 

exhaust. 

There are metal knocking sounds in the The fuel delivery angle is too large. Adjust it to the correct 

cylinder. specifications. 
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